[1] More th an a dozen ofwind speed (U) algorithms have been proposed during the past 2 decades, as a result of a continuing effort to improve altimeter wind measurement. The progress in terms of accuracy, however, is seen to be rather slow. The reported root mean square (RMS) error of prevailing algorithms varies mostly between 1.6 and 2.0 mis for the dominant wind regime. As far as the TOPEX altimeter is concerned, three measured quantities, namely, the radar cross sections from Ku and C band (OE Kil and OE d, as weIl as the significant wave height (FIs), have been used in previous algorithm developments, resulting in a variety of single-, dual-, and three-parameter model fl.l11ctions. On the basis of the finding ofa banded dependency of the U-OEKII relationship on OEe a new approach for retrieving altil11eter wind speed, terl11ed linear composite method (LCM), is proposed in this stl.ldy. The LCM model fLmction appears as a set of OE c-dependent linear relations between U and OEKl/' A unique advantage of this approach is that it allows the algorithm to be tuned or expanded for a given range of wind speed without affecting the rest. Over 1.7 million coincident TOPEXINASA scatterol11eter (NSCAT) and TOPEXI QuikSCAT data covering a period of 2.5 years are used to adjust the model. Validation against extensive buoy measurements indicates that the LCM algorithm is almost Ul1biased and has an overall RMS error of 1.56 mis, which is 12% lower compared to the algorithl11 in operational use [Wittel' and Chelton, 1991]. In addition, a sl11all (2.5-6%, depending on the reference data set) but significant il11provel11ent is found for the LCM when compared to the l110st recent dual-parameter algorithm [Goul'l'ion et al., 2002]. TER},;[S: 4275 Oceanography: General: Rel110te sensing and electromagnetic processes (0689); 4504 Oceanography: Physical: Air/sea interactions (0312);4506 Oceanography: Physical: Capillary waves; KErwoRDS: sea surface wincl speecl, retrieval, TOPEX, altimeter, clual frequency Citation: Chen, G., B. Chapron, R. Ezraty, and D. Vandemark, A clual-frequency approach for retrieving sea surface wind speecl t'rom TOPEX altimetry,
Introduction
[2] The clevelopment of altimeter wincl speecl measurelUent over the past twenty years is, to some extent, accompanied by an increasing number of variables in the algorithm. These variables include al least the raclar cross sections at Ku and C bands (cr Kil and cr d, and the significant Wave height (I-1.I')' A general motivation behind is perhaps the anticipation that multiple parameters in the algorithm lUay bring adclitional or complementary information which ~an i01prove the accuracy of altimeter wind speed inversion.
he algorithms proposed in 1980s and early 1990sare
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-0227/02/200 I.J COO 1 098$09. 00 mostly single-parameter (crKII) based [e.g., Brown el al., 1981; Witter and Cheltoll, 1991] . Several dual-parameter (cr Kil and J-I.J model functions ,vere cleveloped arouncl micl1990s [e.g., Glazman and Greysukh, 1993; Lefevl'e et al., 1994] . More recently, EljouhaiZJI el al. [1998] proposed an iterative scheme for altimeter wind speed estimation wllich involves three parameters (cr Kil, cre and !-f.1)' Il is somewhat surprising that the progress made by incorporating adclitional variables in the algorithms is far from obvious for years, although this situation may start to change as a result of some very recent developments [Gol11menginger el a/., 2002; Gourrion et al., 2002] .
[3] A cletailed review and comparison of several singleparameter wind speed algorithms are given by Lefevre el al. [1994] , and Freilich and Cha/lellor [1994] . As expected, the relative performance of these algorithms is wincl speecl clepenclent, none of them is seen to be absolutely superior to others. Meanwhile, Cl number of investigators have introclucecl significant wave height as a seconcl parameter in their moclel functions. An obvious attraction in these efforts is that the altimeters provicle simultaneous measurements of racial' cross section ancl significant wave height at each naclir point. Glazman and Greysukh [1993] clevelopecl a set of wave age-basecl \vincl speecl algorithms using Chebyshev polynomials. Lefèvre et al. [1994] proposecl a series of moclel functions in which the wincl speecl is expressecl as a quaclratic polynomial of (JKII ancl Ir, , , 80th stuclies have reportecl marginal improvement of their clualparameter wincl speecl estimates comparecl to single-parameter algorithms. Even this, however, is not free from controversy. As Wu [1999] pointecl out, the variations of altimeter returns attributecl to the influence of clominant ocean waves by Glazman and Greysukh [1993] appear to be proviclecl, at least in part, by the systematic deviation in the algorithm of B/'Own et al. [1981] . ln contrast, a recent attempt by Gourrion et al. [2002] provides new eviclence that ((JK", if,) basecl clual-parameter algorithm is indeed able to pro duce encouraging results. In that stucly, the altimeter wincl moclel was defined using a multilayer perceptron neural network with altimeter clerived (J Kil and H s as inputs.
A 10-15% reduction of RMS error was reportecl in comparison with existing altimeter wincl algorithms.
[4] Elfouhaily et al.
[1998] presentecl a theoretically basecl method for inferring wind speed from a combination of (JK", (J e and H s measurements. The basis for this approach is that the clifference between (Je ancl (J Kil is related to the spectrul1l of short gravit y waves with wavelengths in the range responsible for the clifference in the backscatter at the lwo frequencies. E (fauhaily et al. [1998] derived an analytical relationship between the surface friction velo city and the lwo racial' cross section measurements basecl on a prescribecl wave spectrum. The estimates of friction velo city were then transformecl into the neulTal stabilily wincl speecl at 10 m height using a sea state depenclent clrag law. Since the drag law also depencls on ,vinci speed, the wind speecl must be inferred iteratively. From comparisons with collocatecl buoy clata, E(faL/haily et al. [1998] showecl that the accuracy of their wincl speed estimates was somewhat better than the single-frequency-basecl algorithm.
[5] Given the sophisticated [e.g., E(fauhaity et al., 1998 ] ancl sometimes controversial [e.g., Glazll1C1n and Greysukh, 1993] nature of existing multiparameter wincl speecl algorithms, it is not surprising to see that a single-parameter algorithm by Witter a/ld Che/ton [1991] is still chosen for operational use in ail current altimeter missions. However, it is the authors' view that the potential of the clual-frequency approach in improving altimeter winclmeasurement has not I.D 3.0 50 60--125 yet been fully explored. In fact, this technique has been provecl very successful in observing oceanic precipitation [e.g., Chen et a!., 1997; Qual't/y et al., 1999] . In this stucly, basecl on the analysis of a large volume of coincident clata From TOPEX altimeter, NASA scatterometer (NSCAT) and QuikSCAT (hereinafter abbreviatecl as QSCAT) scatterometer, as weil as buoy ancl ECMWF wincls, we are going to clemonstrate that (Je, as an adclitional parameter, is more effective and straightforwarcl in altimeter wincl speecl retrieval comparecl to FIs (section 2). A funclamentally clifferent approach is then proposecl for the development of TOPEX wincl speed algorithm, yielcling a set of (J KIIclepenclent linear moclel functions inclexecl by (Je (section 3).
The new algorithm is comparecl extensively with previous algoritlll11S using collocatecl buoy and ECMWF wincls (section 4). Finally, conclusions and recommenclations are presented with an emphasis on the perspective of realizing the full potential of altimeter wincl observations (section 5).
Collocation Data Set: Illustrating Wind Speed
Dependency on Jl.ç and cre
[6] In orcier to produce statistically significant and geophysically reliable results, a comprehensive collocation clata set, including measurements From TOPEX altimeter, NSCAT and QSCAT scatterometers, ancl global buoys, as weil as ECMWF wind estimates, has been compilecl. Details regarding this clata set are given in Table 1 . To ensure a high quality, long duration and sufficient spatial resolution, a combination of NSCAT ancl QSCAT measurements is chosen as training data in our algorithm clevelopment; While buoy measured and ECMWF predictecl wincls are used for validation and comparison purposes. Since there is evidence inclicating that ne ar-incidence scatterometer measurements lllight be impactecl by sea state effect [Que/feuZou et al., 1999] , the crossover points where the NSCAT miclbeam antenna has an incidence angle less than 40 clegrees are eliminatecl From our data set.
[7] The TOPEX/NSCAT collocation clata set is first usecl to generate scatter cliagrams of U (from NSCAT) versus ( To support this argument, similar diagrams are generated using the TOPEXlBuoy collocation data set which spans a ll1uch longer time period (from 1992 to 1998), as shawn in Figure 2 . It is evident that the basic fealmes identified in Figure 20 latter appears to be more scattered owing to the fact that the size of its spatial window is much lat'ger (see Table 1 ), [8] After confirming the observed difference in wind speed dependency on H s and OE e using an independent data set, we now return to Figure 1 for a different presentation. The TOPEXINSCAT collocation data set lIsed for plotting relationship for dominant significant wave heights (1-3 111) is basically nonlinear. Given the weak U-NI' dependency, il is easy to understand that low degree nonlinear modeling of U against (JKII is difficull to achieve the expectcd dispersions. These two substantial differences, on the one hand, explain, to a large extent, the reason why the effectiveness of some carly H.I.-hased algorithms is marginal and COI1-troversial, on the other hand, indicate clearly that (Je could be a better surrogate for improving altimeter wind spced estimates.
A Proposed Ne"" Approach
[9] Based on the analysis in section 2, the basic characteristics of Figure 3b can be understood as such: For a given (Je, the U-(JKII relationship is lar'gely linear, the slope and intercept of which vary continuously and monotonically with (Je. Il means that, if the altimeter wind speed model function (i.e., the slope and intercept) can be determined for a series of weil distributed (J eS, the U-(J Kil relation for any (Je can then be obtained through linear interpolations. This fonns the basic idea of the proposed scheme, termed "linear composite method" (or LCM for simplicity), for TOPEX wind speed derivation.
[10] Suppose the TOPEX wind speedmodel function is
where UT is the TOPEX derived wind speed, ai and hi are model coefficients, andn is properly chosen to ensure a full coverage of the wind speed dynamic range with reasonable resolution. The UT-(JKII relation at an arbitrary C band radar cross section, (Jê, can be expressed as Table 2 for the classifications). The resulting curve of each sub-data set is depicted (a) with the group index at its starting point and (b) with an alternating thick line with solid circles and thin line with open circles. The numbers over the curves of Figure 3b correspond to the group index in Table 2 . 
, )
It is obvious that, once ai ancl b i in Equation (1) ', 1999 ] is approaching buoy measurements on a global scale. This is particularly attractive for regions where buoy clata are not available. The aclclition of QSCAT clata is to expancl the collocation cluration from 10 months to 2.5 years, which will greatly enhance the statistical significance.
[12] The TOPEXIScatterometer collocation clata set is dividecl into 10 sub-clata sets accorcling to (Je, as inclicatecl in Table 2 . Each sub-clata set is then usecl to cletennine a specific pair of ai aùcl b i by minimizing the summecl squares of the altimeter estimatecl ancl scatterometer measurecl winc1 speed c1ifferences, yielcling
Where u., is the scatterometer wincl speecl, ancl Ni is the nurnber of collocateclmeasurements for the ith sub-clata set. !heresulting coefficients are given in Table 3 , ancl a graphic Illustration of the Iinear composite mocle! function is presente cl in Figure 4 (the straight lines labelecl 1 through ~. Freilich and Challenor [1994] .
Validation Against Buo)' Data
[14] Traclitionally, buoy clata are consiclerecl as the best available sea truths for satellite algorithm validation. The 45] 2 coinciclent TOPEX/Buoy winds usecl here cover a time period from September 1992 to December 1998, and a latitllCle band between 17.2°N ancl 59.3 ON (see Table 1 ). Oiven its large quantily, long cluration and wide spatial coverage, this data set is believed to be "goocl enough" for valiclation purposes. An important characteristic for a useful algoritbm is that the derived wind speed histogram respects the shape of the reference wind speed distribution. Figure 5 shows the wind speed histograms obtainecl from the buoy measurements (black), as well as the altimeter estima tes basecl on the LCM (recl), the MCW (green) ancl the 002 (blue) algorithms. lt can be seen that the LCM algorithm procluces a histogram which best resembles tbe sea true. The MCW result agrees weil with the buoy result for wincl speed Table 3 ) developed for TOPEX in this study. Aiso overlaid are the MCW (in red) and Young [1993] (in blue) aigorithms.
above 7 mis, but for low wind speee! a considerable distortion can be found. The G02 histogram exhibits the largest departure from other three. It favors strongly on the medium wind speed around 7 mis while displays a systematically 100Ner probability for both high and low winds.
[15] Next, following the conUllon practice, the mean bias and RMS difference of TOPEX and buoy winds with respect to a reference wind for the three algorithms con- Figure 5 . Wine! speed histogram based on the TOPEXI Buoy collocation data set. The black, red, green, and blue curves are obtained from the buoy l11easurement and the altimeter estimates based on the LCM, MCW, and G02 algorithl11, respectively. cerned are presentee! in Figure 6 . The reference wind is defined as the mean value of the buoy and three altimeter wind eslimales l'rom the MC\V, G02, and LCM algorithl1ls. The reason that this reference wincl speed is usecl for plotting Figure 6 insteacl of the buoy wincl itself is to avoicl the artifact ofabnormal statistics at low wincls causecl by the binning [FI'eilich, 1997; TYelltz alld Smith, 1999] . Note that this reference wincl speed is used for visualization purposes only, i.e., for the plolting of Figure 6 (and Figure 8 below) , ail the quantitative statistics sUl1lmarized in Table 4 are computed against the true buoy or ECMWF winds, respectively. [t is evident From Table 4 that the improvement of our algorithl11 compared to the two others is significant: of lhe wincl speeds. The amplitude of the MCW and G02 biases is seen lo be mu ch larger. tvloreover, bolh the [VICW and lhe G02 algorilhms seem to underestimate the wind speecl at low winds while overestimale it at high winds. As far as lhe R.MS errar is concerned, our result il' syslematically lower than the MCW resuill'or almost the entire range of wind speed under consideration (Figure 6b ). The LCM and G02 algori thms are very close to eaeh other for moderale spccds between 7-14 mis, but the LCM algorithm is sccn la have a generally better perf'ormanee for low and high winds beyond that range. This confinns an eaL'lier observation lhal an H.\. dependent algorilhm is most likely to be effective for medium winds where the U-ll.\. dependel1cy is better defined (sec Figure 3a) , provided it has large enough clegrecs of frcedom (notc that there are 15 coef ... ficients in the G02 algorithm).
[II>] The scatter diagrams of the MCW, G02 and LCM derived wind speeds \Vith rcspcct to the buoy winds are plotted in Figures 7a, 7b ancl 7c , respectively. A perfect line is also ovcrlaid on each subplol. Apparently, the MCW rcsult (Figure 7a ) has the largest sprcading among the three. 80th the G02 (Figure 7b ) and thc LCM (Figure 7c ) results are weil balanced with rcspect to the perfect linc, with the latter being slightly more concentrated for low and high winds. Figure 7 provides a visual confirmation that a significantly higher accuracy of wincl speed esti . . . mate has been achieved by both the LC1VI and the G02 algorithms.
[17] ft should be mentioned that a direct validation of the LCM algorithm for wind speed ab ove 20 mis is not conducted in the present study for two l'casons. First, there are not enough coincident high winds in our collocation data set to allow a statistically significant comparison.
Second, wind speed beyond 20.154 mis is not available From the MCW algorithm [Witter and Che/Ion, 1991] .
However, an indirect check can be made based on an algorithm developed specifically for high wind speed between 20 mis and 40 mis [J'Dung, 1993] . In doing so, part of Young's linear model fLlllction is superimposed (in blue) on Figure 4 . It is found that the trend of Young's model converges nicely with our model at the high end. The observed smooth transition serves as evidence that the LCM algorithm is able to produce reasonable wincl estima tes up to a given limit beyond 20 mis.
Intel'compal'ison Using ECMWF Winds
[18] Based on the ab ove validation, it is already clear that the quality of TOPEX wind speed estimate can be consid . . . erably enhanced by applying the LCM approach. This will be further confirmed by an intercomparison using another independent data set, the ECMWF \ovinds. Figure 8 is the same kind of plot as Figure 6 , except that the buoy data are replaced by the ECMWF data. This time the degree of improvement is somewhat more obvious: The LCM algo . . . rithm has the smallest overall fluctltation in mean bias and a systematically lower RMS for wind speeds below 15 mis compared to the other two algorithms. For wind speeds higher than 15 mis, the MCW model produces the smallest RMS among the three. One has to bear in mind, however, when the error of an altimeter wind speed algorithm is concerned, more weights should be given to the intermediates between 5 mis and 12 mis where the actual wind measurements are heavily populated. Therefore, the range within which the LCM algorithm has a better performance is wide enough to ensure an overall improvement.
[19] Il would be interesting to examine the geographical distribution of the RMS difference of the three wind speed algoritlul1s ( Figure 9 ). The general pattern of the three subplots looks rather similar. Reference Wind Speed (mIs)
:::2:
0.. weIl as in the North Pacific and Northwest Atlantic. Although large errors are mostly associated with high winds in Figure 9 , there is not a c1ear geographical correlation between the distributions of RMS and wind intensity [see, e.g., Chen et a/., 2002b, Figure 1 ]. The regional features in Figure 9 are most likely to be a reflection of the ECMWF model deficiency, while the vmying uncertainties associated with the altil11eter algorithms tend to 1110dulate the amplihlde of these features. [20] In summmy, validation against global buoy data and intercomparison using ECMWF winds both suggest that the il11provement of the LCM algorithm is substantial over the MCW algorithm, and is significant over the G02 algorithm, Table 4 , It should be pointed out that algorithm evaluation statistics given by various authors are, in most cases, incomparable because of the different reference data used and the different data editil1g criteria applied, For example, removal of the outliers whose wind speed difference is greater than 5 mis with respect to the reference data may le ad to a considerable reduction of 10-20% in overall RMS (in the case of our TOPEX/Buoy collocation data, the reduction is about 16%, and the overaIl RMS of the MCW, G02 and LCM algorithm reduces to 1.49, 1.35 and 1.31 mis, respectively). But this has nothing to do i,;ith the algorithm performance and may sometimes result in misleading conclusions wh en compared to other validation statistics. In our analysis, aIl original data are usee! except those with abnormal quality flags, in order to obtain a more realistic assessment.
Concluding Remarks
)21] More than a dozen of altimeter wind speed algol1thms have been developed over the past twenty years as a con~inuing effort to improve the accuracy from a sensor de~lgned value of 2 mis toward a somewhat geophysicaIly sahsfactOly value of 1 mis. Given the 0.8 mis error budget of buoy wind measurement [Gilhousen, 1987] , which is widely used as sea truth in algorithm validation, the level of 1 mis can perhaps be considered as the full potential ofwind speed estimate by altimeters of the present generation. As regrettably admitted by some investigators [e.g., Hwang et al., 1998 ], however, real progress in wind speed retrieval remains stagnant for the past decade despite of the continuous improvement of the altimeter hardware and software. On the other hand, it is the authors' view that the performance of many CUITent empirical algorithms is considerably limited by the low degree of freedom (representee! by the number of independent variables and model coefficients) due to the predescribed forms of the model flll1ctions. Tt is believed that, in the foreseeable flJtme, a more realistic hope of achieving the 1 mis accuracy will have to rely on empirical (or semitheoretical) algorithms with laI'ger degrees of freedom provided by thc incrcasing volume of high quality validation data, and additional indepcndent measurcments such as OE c.
[22] As a pioneering work of its kind, a linear composite wind speed algorithlll for TOPEX altimetry is proposed in this study. Validation of our algorithl11 againsl the fvlCW and G02 modcl functions using an extcnsive buoy data set indicates an improvemcnt in overall R1v[S of 12'% and 2.5%, respectively (Table 4 ). The effectivencss and e('ficiency of the LCM approach are further demonstrated on both global and regional scales via an algorithm intercomparison based on ECMWF winds. The RlvlS reduction of the LCM for this data set is 10'% and 6'% cOlllpared to the MCW and G02, respectively (Table 4 ). In addition to its high accuracy under a wide rangc of wind speed (in contrast to several previous aIgorithms whose improvement is limited to a given band), a unique advantage of the LCM scbeme is its unprecedented flexibility in model refinement. The elegant linear natme allows it to be easily adjusted or expanded witbin a given range of wind speed without affecting the rest. An il11mediate example is that the Young [1993] algorithm can be directly integrated into our model function as an expansion. Such tlexibility is particularly attractive for the development of regional or seasonal wind algorithms. To conc!ude, we would like to emphasize tbat the potential of the LCM scheme in further advancing altimeter wind speed estimate is perhaps more important than tbe present algorithm itself, though it is believed that the LCM model function in its present for111 is already a good candidate to compete for operational use.
[23] Finally, it should be pointed out that despite of the recent richness and growing success of scatterometer satellites, wind products derived from other spaceborne sensors will continue to prove their usefLJ!ness and, in some cases, play their unique roles in the fLlhlre. As far as the altimeter wind is concerned, tllis can be understood for tbe following reasons. First, tbe spatial and temporal sampling of current scatterometers is far from ideal for tracking the evolution of many important locallregional transient events such as stor111S. Extra coverage in space or time is always desirable provided tbe same level of wind speed accuracy is reached. Second, the retrievals of wind speeds from scatterometers and altimeters are based on different pbysical backgrounds: Bragg resonant scattering for the former, while specular retlection for tbe latter. This may lead to a complementary nahlre for tbe qualities of the two types of products in tenns of systelllatic errors. Third, tbe altimeter wind has a number of unique advantages. For example, the capability of providing exactly simultaneous wind/wave measurements makes it very usefL!l in the studies of wave growtb and air-sea interactioll. [n addition, contrary to scatterometers, the non-Sun synchronous orbit of altimeter satellite makes it possible to study the diurnal variation of wind speed over the ocean, in particular the land breeze and sea breeze phenomena. It is tberefore obvious that altimeters wi Il continue to make significant contributions to global oceanic wind observation for many years to come.
